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Self-assembly of multilevel 
branched rutile-type TiO2  
structures via oriented lateral and 
twin attachment
Vanja Jordan1, Uroš Javornik2, Janez Plavec2, Aleš Podgornik3 & Aleksander Rečnik1

Recent breakthrough of novel hierarchic materials, orchestrated through oriented attachment of 
crystal subunits, opened questions on what is the mechanism of their self-assembly. Using rutile-type 
TiO2, synthesized by hydrothermal reaction of Ti(IV)-butoxide in highly acidic aqueous medium, we 
uncovered the key processes controlling this nonclassical crystallization process. Formation of complex 
branched mesocrystals of rutile is accomplished by oriented assembly of precipitated fibers along the 
two low-energy planes, i.e. {110} and {101}, resulting in lateral attachment and twinning. Phase analysis 
of amorphous material enclosed in pockets between imperfectly assembled rutile fibers clearly shows 
harmonic ordering resembling that of the adjacent rutile structure. To our understanding this may be 
the first experimental evidence indicating the presence of electromagnetic force-fields that convey 
critical structural information through which oriented attachment of nanocrystals is made possible.

The key issue of the emerging renewable energy technologies nowadays, is fabrication of highly efficient hierar-
chic/branched materials with large specific surface area, increased capacity, adaptable morphology and surface 
properties that enable short electron and mass transport pathways, tailored for diverse applications1. In response 
to these challenges material’s scientists have begun exploring non-classical crystallization routes that involve 
the use of organic templates and electrostatic interactions that assist self-organization of crystalline matter into 
desired architectures. Bottom-up design of hierarchic 3D nanostructures requires control over the nucleation 
and assembly of first precipitates2–4. Understanding these mechanisms is essential to tailor chemical and physical 
properties of self-assembled materials. While the control over the crystallization process is needed to design 
crystal shape and morphology, oriented attachment provides mechanism for spontaneous self-assembly of 
branched and mesocrystal structures with a high degree of crystallographic registry between the constituent 
parts5. Self-assembly of nanoparticles is generally coupled with changing chemical conditions that drive sur-
face potential to approach the isoelectric point6–8. This, in effect, causes a reduction of electrostatic barriers and 
promotes fast and irreversible aggregation of the primary particles9. With this process the total energy of the 
system is decreased by the surface energy reduction associated with unsatisfied surface bonds4,10, while dipole 
fields that exist around the primary particles are considered responsible for the unique hierarchical assembly of 
mesocrystals3,4,11,12. Depending on the synthesis conditions the primary particles can align to each other with 
such a perfection that resulting mesocrystals exhibit scattering patterns resembling that of a single crystal4,5,13. 
There is virtually no material that would be unsuitable for growing hierarchic superstructures via self-assembly, 
as long as the surfaces of the attaching particles are dimensionally similar10. Here, solution methods, e.g. hydro-
thermal crystallization procedures are becoming increasingly attractive because of their low growth temperature, 
low cost, and a simple scale-up1,4.

One of the most thoroughly studied materials that exhibits self-assembly and twinning, necessary for pro-
ducing hierarchic fractal-like branched structures, is rutile-type TiO2

14–20. Moreover, the rutile phase exhibits 
an exceptional combination of electronic and optical properties, including appropriate band-gap structure, 
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thermodynamic stability and chemical resistance14,21–27, which makes it adaptable for a range of applications, 
such as: photocatalysis28–31, photovoltaics32–36, sensors37,38, etc. Branched structures of rutile are generally obtained 
in an acidic medium with the use of different metalorganic titanium precursors15–19,32–36. Due to increased specific 
surface area, branched rutile nanostructures show enhanced efficiency in photo electrochemical production of 
hydrogen and improved solar energy conversion efficiency when compared to simple rutile nanorods30,32,36.

Recently, much attention is paid to the mechanisms that cause branching of rutile, being attributed to different 
phenomena, such as: anatase mediated branching15,17,19, heteronucleation16,17, acid-assisted surface corrosion34,39, 
oriented attachment10,40, coalescence twinning40, and crystal splitting33,41,42. Common to these studies is that 
branching of rutile appears to be inversely proportional to the acidity of the medium; where in less acidic medium 
the hydrolysis of the titanium (IV) precursor is believed to be more intense16, leading to forceful nucleation and 
formation of rutile microspheres, whereas under more extreme acidic conditions branched structures are evolved. 
The branching has been described by different attachment/twinning laws, including {111}16, {200}18, {110}18,29, 
{101}17–20,43–45, and {301}44,45, out of which the most important element of branching is twinning. It involves sim-
ple geometric operations that bring two or more crystals of the same phase into special orientations that are 
not possible by random intergrowths. In rutile, twinning is a result of topotaxial reactions46–48, deformation47, 
or attachment18,19,40,49. Following only one twining law, e.g. {101}, branches in eight unique directions can be 
produced on the primary rutile crystal43. These can be additionally twinned into complex fractal-like structures. 
Hypothetic multiple twinning and formation of multilevel fractal-like branched crystal clusters is illustrated in 
Fig. 1. While twinning is often reported in branched rutile structures, its origin is yet to be explained.

Until the present day there is no direct evidence on the origin of self-assembly and twinning of rutile. We 
designed experiments that helped us to identify the key processes during the formation of branched rutile struc-
tures and estimate the role of oriented attachment in crystal growth and twinning that would provide principal 
protocol for tailoring desirable branched morphologies (aspect ratio, density of branching, multilevel branching, 
etc.). With this in mind we studied the initial nucleation stages of crystal assembly and showed that under acidic 
hydrothermal (HT) conditions rutile crystals growth via oriented attachment of precipitated rutile fibers on {110} 
and {101} crystal planes, forming complex branched mesocrystal structures.

Results
Experimental work has been planned to identify the mechanisms that control growth and branching of rutile 
crystals. Foremost attention was dedicated to resolving the initial stages of crystallization. First, proton nuclear 
magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) analysis of the starting solution, before HT treatment was carried out to resolve 
which of the two processes, hydrolysis or condensation reaction16,50, is rate determining. Aggregation of precipi-
tates nucleated after short time of HT processing was studied by transmission electron microscopy (TEM).

During HT processing the following overall reaction between Ti(IV)-butoxide (precursor) and water (reac-
tant) takes place:

+ ⋅ → + ⋅Ti(OC H ) 2 H O TiO 4 C H OH (1)4 9 4 2 2 4 9

where HCl is used as a crystallization inhibitor50. Different HT conditions, i.e. precursor and reactant concentra-
tions with acidity (OH−/H+ ratio, see Supporting Information; Table S1 for detailed calculations), synthesis tem-
perature and time, were studied to understand their role in final product morphology. Depending on the choice 
of experimental conditions, variety of products, ranging from nanocrystal fibers and rods, twinned (branched) 
crystal clusters, radiating crystal clusters and microspheres composed of multiple rutile crystals radiating from 
the common center are synthesized (see Supporting Information; Figure S1).

Hydrolysis. 1H-NMR was used to verify whether the hydrolysis takes place before the HT synthesis, when 
Ti(IV)-butoxide is exposed to HCl. Characteristic chemical shifts of alkyl groups bound to titanium cation are 
nicely distinguishable (denoted by a, b, c and d in Fig. 2a). Sharp signal at around δ =  4.8 ppm corresponds to D2O 
reference. However, when we introduce 4.4 M HCl, Ti(IV)-butoxide fingerprint (Fig. 2a) is replaced by chemical 
shifts corresponding to free n-butanol (Fig. 2b), indicating that the hydrolysis step is completed already at room 
temperature (RT). This was confirmed by measuring 1H-NMR spectrum of n-butanol reference (Fig. 2c). Broad 
chemical shift at ~6.1 ppm corresponds to H2O in the form of OH− and H3O+ groups.

Figure 1. Multilevel branched nanostructures of rutile based on sequential {101} twinning. 
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First precipitate. In the initial stages of synthesis, that are met under low reactant concentrations, high 
medium acidity (low OH−/H+ ratio), short processing times and low target temperature, the product phases 
are not yet evolved. Powder XRDs of early precipitates shows two broad reflections above the amorphous back-
ground that somewhat corresponds to the anatase phase. As soon as the product has ample time to crystallize, the 
amorphous TiO2/anatase reflections disappear and sharp rutile reflections peak sharply above the background 
(see Supporting Information, Figure S2). Thus, final products obtained under our synthesis conditions are well 
crystalline, exhibiting sharp reflections that correspond to the rutile phase of TiO2.

To identify crystal formation mechanism the products were studied by TEM. The finest fraction of the pre-
cipitate is composed of ultrafine rutile fibers that are commonly aligned into fan-shaped bundles. Alignment 
of rutile fibers is observed already in the sample processed for only 30 min at the target temperature of 180 °C 
(Fig. 3a). The length of the rutile fibers can reach up to 500 nm, while their width is just 4–7 nm. After short times 
of HT treatment a large part of Ti-precursor is yet unreacted (Supporting Information, Figure S2). Consequently, 
we find numerous isolated rutile fibers embedded in an amorphous gel-like Ti-precursor phase (inset in Fig. 3a; 
further details in Supporting Information, Figure S3). Due to their high aspect ratio, it is not unusual to see 
some fibers bent. As may be expected, electron diffraction pattern (EDP) recorded over a rutile bundle shown 
in Fig. 3a, confirms that the long axis of the fibers corresponds to the c-axis of rutile (Fig. 3b). The most inter-
esting feature is the angular dispersion of {002}R reflections that is caused by systematic misalignment of fibers. 
Misalignment increases monotonously from the center to the rim of a bundle, in 〈 hk0〉  directions, producing 
fan-shaped assembly of fibers. Weak diffraction rings accompanying the strong reflections in EDP correspond 
to other randomly oriented nanoparticles in the area. While the majority of these rings stem from rutile there is 
a ring of weak reflections that best matches {101}A of anatase (see Fig. 3b; the ring with a slightly larger d-value 
than {110}R ring of rutile). These weak reflections correspond to clusters of nanosized crystallites with isometric 
appearance (marked with circle in Fig. 3a), indicating that anatase phase can be present during the initial stages of 
rutile precipitation. Energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy (EDS) analysis over the anatase particles or rutile fibers 
shows no presence of chlorine (from HCl). The 30 min sample was very sensitive to the electron beam, leading to 
fast irradiation damage.

After 60 min of HT processing at the target temperature of 180 °C, the bundles are generally larger and the 
rutile fibers are more firmly attached (Fig. 3c). They have poorly defined jagged terminations reflecting their 
fibrous texture. New features in this sample are shorter rutile rods attached at characteristic angles with respect to 
the direction of the c-axis of long fibers in the primary bundle. These attachments, reminiscent of twinning, occur 
at different depths in a bundle. While strong reflections in EDP (Fig. 3d) originate from the bundle, weak diffrac-
tion rings stem from the particles that are not aligned with the main bundle. Misalignment of fibers composing 
the bundle is reflected in an angular spread of reflections containing a component of the rutile c-axis, e.g. {101}R 
and {002}R. In this sample anatase particles are no longer present.

Assembly of rutile fibers. Rutile-type TiO2 precipitates in form of few nanometers thick fibers produce 
fan-shaped nanocrystal assemblies. While initially the fibers are poorly attached and their assembly appears to be 
weak, this is improved with time, resulting in compacting the bundles, as shown in Fig. 4. Lattice image in Fig. 4a 
presents the outer section of a bundle from the sample HT treated for 120 min at 180 °C. In the interior, rutile 
fibers are assembled with such a perfection that they produce nearly ideal crystal lattice, whereas on their surface 
the crystals are covered by ~1 nm thick envelope of amorphous titania. Bulk rutile is intermittently disrupted with 
{110} planar faults that suggest assembly of fibers along these low energy prism planes51. The distance between 
the faults corresponds to the average width of precipitated rutile fibers. Any mismatch is compensated by edge 

Figure 2. Spectroscopic evidence of RT hydrolysis reaction. 1H-NMR spectra of (a) 97% Ti(IV)-butoxide 
(p.a.), (b) Ti(IV)-butoxide sample and (c) n-butanol reference (calculated to match the concentration of 
n-butanol that is released in the solution after complete hydrolysis).
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dislocations, accompanied with accumulated lattice strain. Near terminations, the fibers can be deflected from the 
main crystal for several degrees (up to ~7°), embedding amorphous remnants of mineralizing solutions. Facing 
(110) surfaces are atomically sharp, and at first glance, this might imply splitting and detachment of fibers42. 
However, at the junction between the parent rutile and the fiber, we can observe a formation of additional rutile 
layers that should not be present, if the crystal was split. A similar ledge growth of rutile can be also observed 
at outer ends of the parent rutile and the deflected fiber (indicated by circles in Fig. 4a), suggesting a late stage 
of crystallization rather than crystal splitting. A further evidence for mesocrystal assembly is the presence of 
amorphous titania enclosed in pores between the imperfectly assembled rutile fibers. A close-up of the interspace 
in Fig. 4b shows that amorphous material is strongly modulated by the periodicity of adjacent crystalline rutile. 
Averaged intensity profile across the pocket of amorphous phase shows that its periodicity does not strictly follow 
the (110) interplanar spacings. The observed modulation can not be a result of contrast delocalization (its effects 
are seen at the outer amorphous edge) nor they are wedge (same periodicity) or ledge effect that are distinctly dif-
ferent (outlined by circles in Fig. 4a). What we observe here appears to be ordering of mineralizing fluids, frozen 
in their pristine condition. This evidence suggests that during growth, crystalline matter induces some harmonic 
ordering that extends 1–2 nm deep into the amorphous phase.

Multilevel branching of rutile. In addition to lateral assembly of rutile fibers, multiple branching is 
observed under low supersaturation conditions in highly acidic medium2, producing complex crystallographi-
cally interconnected 3D architectures. Figure 5 shows a typical branched cluster of rutile crystals. Regular inci-
dences of the branches with respect to the primary crystal are indicative of well-defined crystallographic relation, 
such as twinning. To confirm twinning crystallographically, the crystals must be oriented into a zone axes, where 
the twin plane can be viewed edge-on; to view (101) twin in rutile such projections are [010], [101], [111], etc.47 
The primary crystal in Fig. 5a is oriented in [111] projection, which happens to be the most common docking of 

Figure 3. Self-assembly of rutile fibers. TEM of fibrous TiO2 precipitates using 56 mM Ti(IV)-butoxide 
in 4.4 M HCl and a target temperature of 180 °C. (a) Already after 30 min the sample contains rutile fibers, 
roughly aligned along the crystallographic c-axis into fan-shaped assemblies. The inset (left) shows individual 
rutile fibers precipitated from the amorphous Ti-precursor gel. (b) Strong reflections in EDP stem from the 
assembly of rutile fibers while the rings belong to isolated rutile rods and clusters of nanosized anatase. (c) After 
60 min, bundles of rutile fibers become more compact and younger generations of rutile with special angular 
relationships to the primary bundle start to appear. Anatase particles are no longer present; (d) in EDP, all 
reflections belong to rutile. Illustrations show TiO2 products developed in the initial stages of processing.
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branched rutiles on carbon-coated TEM grids. Because in this projection the angle between the c-axes of a branch 
and the primary crystal cannot be measured directly, we can use prism planes that contain the 〈 00l〉  vectors. The 
angle of ~45° measured from the TEM image corresponds to a complementary angle between (110)R1 ∢ (110)R2 
≡  134.9°, which is produced by 180° rotation around the (101)-plane normal. This operation generates (101) twin 
with the characteristic angle between the c-axis of 114.4°, and complementary at 65.6° 18–20,45,47. EDPs recorded on 
the primary crystal and the branch, shown in Fig. 5c,d, confirm this crystallographic relation. On some branches 
we also observe a 2nd generation of branching (detail shown in Fig. 5b) that is clearly following the same crystal-
lographic rules, as demonstrated by corresponding EDPs in Fig. 5c–f. All rutile crystals displayed in Fig. 5b 
(R1|R2, R2|R3 and R2|R4) are related by {101} twin relations. Small angular discrepancies are due to imperfect fiber 
attachment. Nanocrystal attachments that were here identified as twinning, form in a similar process as lateral 
attachment, already in the initial stages of fiber assembly.

In rutile we identified two types of oriented attachment: (i) lateral assembly of rutile fibers on {110} planes, 
and (ii) twin assembly of rutile fibers on {101} planes, both related to crystallographic planes of the lowest sur-
face energy51. Compared to lateral assembly, twin incidences are subordinated by several orders of magnitude. 
Through fine tuning the HT conditions, i.e. precursor and reactant concentrations, acidity, synthesis tempera-
ture and time, it is possible to control the equilibrium shape of precipitated crystals and their assembly rate (see 
Supporting Information; Figure S1). Figure 6 shows the product morphology as a function of precursor con-
centration, where fan-shaped crystals are formed under high supersaturation conditions, whereas well defined 
branched rutile structures are produced under low supersaturation conditions. By exploiting two self-assembly 
modes together with variation of supersaturation tailoring of multilevel branched structures of rutile, such as 
illustrated in Fig. 1, should be possible.

Discussion
Based on our results, a possible mechanism for the formation of branched rutile structures can be discussed. In 
this section we analyze the key processes that are taking place during the formation of rutile from Ti(IV)-butoxide 
in acidic conditions: (i) nucleation of rutile fibers via hydrolysis and condensation, (ii) self-assembly of rutile 
mesocrystals via fiber attachment and growth, and (iii) twinning and formation of multilevel branched structures.

Nucleation of rutile fibers. In order for any TiO2-based compound to be produced, the formation of TiO6 
octahedra, the basic building blocks of these structures, is necessary. The origin of their formation lies in the elec-
tronic structure of titanium. In our precursor, Ti(IV)-butoxide, 4s2 and 3d2 orbitals of titanium undergo an octa-
hedral d2sp3 hybridization52. In this configuration, all four valence electrons located in equatorial hybrid orbitals 
are shared by highly electronegative OR− ligands (R =  C4H9)53, while the two axial orbitals remain empty. In the 
presence of water, tetravalent cations hydrolyze spontaneously54. With 1H-NMR analysis we confirmed that even 
under highly acidic conditions hydrolysis of the precursor is not slowed down16,55, but is completed already at the 
room temperature. During hydrolysis, OR− ligands in Ti(IV)-butoxide are substituted by strongly nucleophilic 

Figure 4. Oriented attachment of rutile fibers. (a) High-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image of an edge of a 
rutile bundle, treated 120 min at 180 °C, using 56 mM Ti(IV)-butoxide in 4.4 M HCl. In bulk rutile, many planar 
defects are seen along the (110) planes (Fast-Fourier Transform; FFT). The directions of the c-axes are marked 
by red arrows. The outer stripe of rutile is deflected from the matrix enclosing a pocket of amorphous titania. 
Dotted circles denote points of secondary crystallization. The inset in the upper-right corner shows a cluster of 
rutile fibers viewed along the c-axis. White arrows indicate the pores that remained after imperfect assembly 
of the fibers. (b) Close-up of amorphous titania enclosed between two rutile fibers from (a). Intensity profile 
over a phase-contrast image from reference points A–B shows harmonic ordering in the amorphous titania that 
mimics the (hh0) lattice periodicity of rutile.
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OH− (hydroxo) groups, which are readily generated through dissociation of H2O, whereas leaving OR− ligands 
are protonated to form ROH (alcohol)53,56. Having 6 bonding orbitals available, Ti4+ is prone to form octahedral 
complexes with ligands52. With equatorial orbitals occupied by strongly nucleophilic OH− ligands, the two axial 
orbitals remain available as acceptors for bonding weak nucleophiles, such as OH2 (aquo) in aqueous solutions. 
Water molecules donate their electron pair towards the empty orbitals of fully positively charged Ti4+, whereby its 
coordination number is increased from four to six, forming a neutral hydroxo-aquo [Ti(OH)4(OH2)2]0 complex. 
Under supersaturation conditions, neutral complexes are readily attracted by van der Waals forces, and with no 
repulsion forces involved, they are unstable and aggregate in form of amorphous titania53,54,56. In order to form 
crystalline products, spontaneous condensation must be avoided. This is accomplished by increasing the acid-
ity of reactant medium50,55. The acid has a dual role; it reduces the initial concentration of dissociated hydroxyl 
groups c[OH−] in the solution (see Supporting Information; Table S1) and protonates OH− ligands in Ti-hydroxo 
complex, which increases electrostatic repulsion between the complexes and prevents their immediate conden-
sation50,53. The degree of protonation is governed by the shift of the hydrolysis equilibrium and increases with 
acidity forming series of positively charged protonated [Ti(OH)4−n(OH2)2+n]n+ |n=1,2,3 complexes54,57.

Positively charged complexes are repelled from each other and they are stable in suspension until the temper-
ature is increased58. With thermal agitation, the complexes acquire kinetic energy that is necessary to overcome 
electrostatic repulsion forces and facilitate their aggregation via condensation reactions that bind hydroxylated 
assemblies into oxide structures through the removal of H2O. In the first step aquo ligands are removed by ola-
tion process, producing chains of octahedra. This is followed by oxolation, that replaces the remaining hydroxyl 
ligands by oxo-bridges and combines the chains into a 3D crystal structure50,54. The acidity of the medium thus 
controls the magnitude of repulsion forces through protonation of Ti-complexes; if complexes with higher posi-
tive charge are involved in condensation, they will be spontaneously repelled into more stable linear edge-shared 
configuration, characteristic of rutile53. Because of strong repulsion between the protonated complexes, angular 
configurations, such as characteristic for anatase structure are thus not stable under highly acidic conditions. 
The oxolation reaction combines linear chains of Ti-octahedra into 3D rutile fibers that gradually condensate 
from the precursor gel (see Supporting Information; Figure S3). During condensation, the positive charge of 

Figure 5. TEM study of twinning in multilevel branched rutile cluster. (a) Branched rutile cluster in [111] 
projection with discernable crystallographic incidences. The inset shows an SEM image of branched rutile 
cluster. Typical angle between the primary crystal and the branches, measured between (110) planes is ~45°. 
Dotted lines drawn to corresponding EDPs (c,d) assist the measurement. EDP in (d) is related to EDP in (c) by 
180° rotation around the (101)-plane normal, which corresponds to (101) twin operation. The inset shows an 
SEM image of a similar twin cluster. (b) Second generation of branching follows the same crystallographic rules. 
Squares indicate the locations of selected area EDPs in (c–f). Colored dots represent simulated diffraction 
patterns for: R1–primary crystal, R2–1st generation twin, R3 and R4–2nd generation twins. Small angular 
dispersion of diffraction spots stems from lateral dispersion of c-axes caused by imperfect fiber attachment. The 
sample was synthesized using 56 mM Ti(IV)-butoxide in 4.4 M HCl and HT treated at 180 °C for 1 hour.
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the polycondensate gradually increases with the length of the chains, which prevents further condensation on 
the account of increasing partial charge of hydroxo ligands (δ OH−), which loose their nucleophilic power (see 
Supporting Information; Table S2)50,54. At this point, condensation would therefore be stopped unless aquo lig-
ands are deprotonated.

For deprotonation to take place we need highly electronegative species that strongly attract protons. In our 
system, such species are Cl− ions that are abundantly present in the solution through dissociation of HCl59. In 
polar protic solvents like water, chlorine ions are preferably protonated, rather than coordinating highly charged 
cation54. For this reason it does not appear likely for them to conform a coordination polyhedron with Ti4+. Our 
EDS analysis showed that chlorine is not incorporated into the Ti-polycondensate structures, which indicates that 
Cl− ions do not bond to Ti-cation, but they may play some indirect role in condensation. Because of the highly 
positive charge of protonated polycondensates, Cl− ions would be drawn towards the positively charged OH2 
ligands (see Supporting Information; Table S2). Deprotonation events most probably take place during intramo-
lecular proton transfer57, when Cl− ions can trap the migrating protons. This reduces the increasingly positive 
charge of the polycondensate and allows further associative reactions and removal of OH− ligands. In this way, 
HCl plays the role of catalyst where it: (i) enters the process through protonation of complexes during the hydrol-
ysis of Ti(IV)-butoxide (δ OH− increases due to protonation), and (ii) departs the process via Cl− assisted depro-
tonation of highly charged polycondensates (δ OH− approaches an asymptotic level where further condensation is 
sustained). The catalytic function of HCl is illustrated in Fig. 7.

It is reasonable to assume that starting from their nucleation, the chains would propagate in both directions. 
As a result, in the central part of the polycondensate oxolation can already start, while on its terminations, olation 
is still under way. Ratio between the olation and oxolation reactions defines the length of the rutile fibers – under 
highly acidic conditions long chains of highly protonated Ti-complexes are formed and oxolation is slowed down 
due to a high number of OH2 ligands on their surface and as a result long rutile fibers are formed, on the other 
hand, if the chains are less protonated, oxolation occurs sooner leading to formation of rutile with rod-like mor-
phology. Similar observations were reported by many researchers16,17,29,36. The acidity therefore does not only 
decelerate condensation50, but also determines the balance between the two associative processes, i.e. olation and 
oxolation reactions that control the equilibrium shape of precipitates36,51.

Fiber assembly. From the point, when the precipitates reach their equilibrium size they become basic build-
ing blocks for assembly of macroscopic mesocrystals through attractive van der Waals forces3,4. Compared to 
olation and oxolation reactions, that produce structurally flawless nanocrystals, this associative process is far 
less perfect (see Fig. 4). Although assembled in almost perfect orientation, the interfaces between the constituent 
blocks are generally incoherent. The main cause of imperfections lies in the fact that their assembly is not driven 

Figure 6. The effect of precursor concentration of the morphology of the product. (a) Under high 
supersaturation conditions (i.e. high precursor concentration; 83 mM of Ti(IV)-butoxide), bundles of radiating 
rutile crystals are formed, producing spherulitic particles. Each bundle is composed of minute rutile crystals 
twisted few degrees away from the common c-axis, whereas individual bundles in such a cluster appear to be 
linked by twinning. (b) With decreasing supersaturation (56 mM of Ti(IV)-butoxide) the alignment between 
the rutile becomes more perfect while their length increases. (c) On even further decrease of supersaturation 
(28 mM of Ti(IV)-butoxide) well-defined multilevel branched crystals of rutile are assembled through perfect 
lateral assembly and twinning. The samples were synthesized using 4.4 M HCl and HT treated at 180 °C for 
3 hours. Illustrations show rutile clusters developed at various degrees of supersaturation.
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by chemical (atomic), but rather physical (bulk) interactions. These interactions depend on crystal size, habit, 
intrinsic electrostatic and magnetic fields, polarization, capping ligands, solvents, particle agitation, etc., and their 
cumulative effect that leads to oriented attachment remains largely unexplored8,49. Given the complexity of inter-
actions it is astonishing how elementary particles aggregated in mesocrystal assemblies so closely mimic the 
structure of single crystals4,5,13.

What are the forces that align the nanoparticles? While many authors suggest that either dipolar interactions 
or intrinsic electric fields are responsible for oriented attachment3,4,11,12,60, the most recent review on self-assembly 
of mesocrystals concludes that the nature of these forces is still unknown49. Using molecular-dynamics (MD) 
simulations, Fichthorn61 demonstrated that in vacuum anatase crystals are aligned in accordance to their electric 
fields rather than due to dipolar interactions, whereas in aqueous medium interactions become more complex. 
Due to repulsion forces of capping ligands on their surface, nanoparticles were found to explore many possible 
configurations within the interacting electric fields, before they are finally attached. In this process, many tran-
sient bonds are formed and broken, if configuration is energetically unstable. When the crystals are finally met 
in low energy configuration, they are further attracted by interacting crystal fields and fastened in position by 
hydrogen bonds. In this state, dehydration reactions take place and more stable oxygen bonds are formed in a 
zipper-like mechanism that closes down the interparticle gap and fixes the crystals in particular orientation. This 
theoretical study is in many ways consistent with our experimental observations. In our study we provide an 
experimental evidence of the existence of such envelope of ligands and mineralizing complexes that assist crystal-
lization of nanoparticles through condensation reactions in form of ~1 nm thick amorphous layers surrounding 
the rutile fibers (Fig. 4). Their width is comparable to adsorption thickness of solvent molecules reported for 
rutile based on MD simulations and x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy62,63. High sensitivity to electron irradiation 
suggests that the surface structure of mesocrystalline rutile is electronically unstable due to unsatisfied bonds10. 
In addition to surface amorphous layers we find, enclosed by imperfectly assembled rutile fibers, pockets of 
amorphous material that are indicative for mesocrystal formation3,4. Within these pockets complexes in loosely 
associated state are organized in semi-periodic manner. Although not forming a discrete structure yet, building 
blocks (i.e. complexes with ligands) show harmonic order that appears to be induced by interplanar spacing 
of the constraining lattices. The existence of force fields that assist crystallization in a way that building blocks 
enter the crystal field in an organized manner, before forming chemical bonds, has already been documented in 
literature. For example, when studying the interface between Al2O3 and liquid aluminum, Oh et al.64 observed 
an interesting phenomenon of ordering in amorphous Al induced by the parent crystal structure. They showed 
that this ordering propagates up to 6 monolayers into the liquid, which is a similar extent as that observed in our 
study (Fig. 4). In our case the amorphous material is not a liquid, but a gel-like assembly of charged complexes65, 
which are organized following the underlying crystal structure. The observed harmonic ordering of amorphous 
material may reflect a frozen state of yet unexplained force fields49, that may be the key process of conveying 
the essential structural information between the particles across a thick protective cloud of ligands and poorly 
ordered unreacted complexes.

When the particles are in movement (by thermal agitation) their electromagnetic fields are coupled54, and the 
particles are aligned parallel to their long axis. Due to multiplicity of interactions the particles are attracted into 
a loosely associated state61,66. As the distance between the fibers becomes shorter, by attraction, crystallographic 
alignment along the lowest energy {110} planes becomes dominant51. Oriented assembly of rutile fibers into bun-
dles is observed already in early stages of synthesis (Fig. 3a). With time, the gap between the fibers is closing down 
(Fig. 3c) until the fibers are packed in highly oriented manner. Elimination of ligands is the last of all processes 
that finally reduces the overall energy between the two particles4,9,10. In this process, the rutile fibers are merged 
into a nearly perfect crystal structure, with occasional faults running parallel to {110} planes that witness of the 

Figure 7. Catalytic role of HCl during hydrolysis and condensation processes. In acidic medium, HCl 
protonates OH− ligands in Ti(IV)-complexes, making them stable at ambient conditions. At elevated 
temperatures the hydroxo-aquo complexes loose water through associative nucleophilic reactions to form 
chains of Ti-octahedra (olation). With their length charge increases to the point when free Cl− ions can trap 
migrating protons and deprotonate growing polycondensate, allowing further release of water (oxolation) and 
their assembly into the rutile structure.
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existence of former fibers (Fig. 4). As the nanocrystal assemblies grow larger, further attachments to the existing 
bundles occur at faster rate. This reduces the chances of perfect alignment with the rest of the bundle. Through 
continuous condensation of ligands captured in the interparticle space the particles are fixed in accordance to its 
intrinsic electric field11. As a consequence, crystals acquire twisted morphology, which still follows the symmetry 
rules of the crystal structure but with angular dispersion (see illustrations in Fig. 6; and Supporting Information, 
Figure S1). This kind of twisting appears to be the main macroscopic evidence of mesocrystal assembly3,4. The 
described mechanism of (110) lateral attachment of rutile fibers is illustrated in Fig. 8.

Crystal branching (twinning). In literature, twinning in rutile has been attributed to either oriented 
attachment18,19,40,49, topotaxial replacement reactions46–48, or deformation47. To produce twins by mechanical 
deformation rutile crystals must be subjected to a considerable compressive stress of > 100 MN/m2 at elevated 
temperatures (> 400 °C) that generates the necessary energy to activate slip systems to move dislocations67. Under 
HT conditions, where the crystals grow unrestrained, deformation-induced twinning can thus be excluded. For 
replacement reaction to take place we would need a crystalline precursor phase with structurally related sublattice 
that is transformed into rutile46–48. Indeed, under some synthesis conditions, the twins have a single nucleation 
point, suggesting that they form during nucleation of rutile40,43–45. Under our experimental conditions the first 
precipitate is fibrous rutile with amorphous titania and minor anatase. While anatase and rutile have no 3D struc-
tural relation, they are polymorphs of the same compound and participation of anatase in rutile twinning cannot 
be entirely ruled out.

We confirmed the presence of transient anatase phase after short synthesis times that disappeared in contin-
ued HT treatment. The presence of anatase in the initial stages of rutile precipitation is consistent with observa-
tions of other researchers19, and can be explained by a rapid condensation and abundant nucleation after short 
processing times at low temperatures54. As soon as the temperature increases or the time of thermal treatment is 
extended, anatase nuclei dissolve and recrystallize to rutile. Conditions for the formation of anatase are met at the 
beginning of HT treatment, when the target temperature is not yet achieved and the concentration of complexes 
is high. Interestingly, anatase nanocrystals are clustering independently of rutile into their own mesocrystalline 
assemblies68, indicating that a similar physically driven oriented attachment mechanism controls assembly of 
anatase nanoparticles, as described above for rutile. At elevated temperatures, where supersaturation is lower2, 
and thermally driven kinetic energy of the particles is larger, anatase becomes unstable and disintegrates54. In 
HT medium, anatase probably does not disintegrate into simple ions that would take part in coarsening of rutile 
through Ostwald’s ripening mechanism but is rather protonated (repulsion!) to form elementary building blocks 
that then, assisted by thermal agitation, rearrange into rutile. Based on the presence of this transient anatase 
phase, Li et al.19 inferred that twinning of rutile is mediated by anatase-to-rutile transformation. In our TEM 

Figure 8. Illustration of lateral fiber assembly along {110} planes of rutile. (a) Precipitated rutile fibers 
are brought into near-crystallographic orientation by the long-range electromagnetic force field that conveys 
the essential structural information across a thick protective cloud of poorly ordered ligands and unreacted 
complexes. The force-field induces harmonic ordering of complexes before they are built into the crystal 
structure. Ligands and complexes adsorbed on the surface of nanoparticles prevent immediate aggregation, 
allowing the nanoparticles to explore many possible configurations within the interacting electric fields before 
they are finally attached. When the distance between the fibers becomes shorter, crystallographic alignment 
along the lowest energy {110} planes (Oliver et al.)51 becomes dominant. This is followed by elimination of 
ligands, which finally reduces the overall energy between the two particles. (b) Particles are fastened in a 
position by hydrogen bonds followed by the dehydration reactions, where more stable oxygen bonds are formed 
in a zipper-like mechanism that closes down the interparticle gap and fixes the crystals in lateral orientation.
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investigation we could not confirm any epitaxial relationship between the two polymorphs under employed HT 
conditions.

Under our synthesis conditions, twinning can occur at any time during growth of rutile, producing branched 
structures (Fig. 5). As the twinned crystals are not in exact crystallographic relation with respect to the general 
orientation of the primary crystal (see Fig. 6), their origin must be related to imperfect oriented attachment40,49. 
Our observations imply that lower is the surface energy of the specific crystallographic face, higher is the affinity 
for its oriented attachment. Based on calculated surface energies for rutile by Oliver et al.51, {110} faces have the 
lowest energy, followed by {101} and {001} surfaces. If attachment on {110} planes leads to lateral assembly of 
rutile crystals, their attachment on {101} planes leads to twinning. Because of slightly larger surface energy and 
smaller surface area of {101} surfaces, twinning incidences are less frequent than {110} attachment of fibers. They 
appear to form by oriented attachment of single fibers on {101} steps of rutile bundles at any stage of mesocrys-
tal aggregation. As soon as a fiber is attached in twin orientation, it starts to attract other fibers through lateral 
attachment. All attachment events are crystallographically imperfect and the interfaces are incoherent. In mor-
phological study of branching in rutile Huang et al.20, pointed out that twins are not firmly attached (easily broken 
off) indicating their imperfect attachment. In addition to {101} twins no other type of twinning is present, except 
for complementary boundaries48, that are produced by impingement of rutile domains in {101} twin orientation. 
Multiple twinning results in tree-like branched morphology. Because twinning occurs throughout the assembly 
process, we can obtain fractal-like multi-branched structures, with several generations of twinning. The described 
mechanism of (101) twin attachment of rutile fibers is illustrated in Fig. 9.

In summary, we provide experimental evidence of theoretically predicted electric force fields that control ori-
ented attachment of crystals. We have shown that multilevel twinned TiO2 structures are produced by mesocrystal 
assembly following two sets of low-energy planes {110} and {101} where the degree of branching can be controlled 
by the choice of experimental conditions. These two self-assembly mechanisms provide the protocol for tailoring 
desirable 3D branched TiO2-based architectures.

Methods
Hydrothermal Synthesis. Rutile-type TiO2 was synthesized following the procedure reported by Zhou 
et al.16 which produces most versatile branched structures. To study the role of precursor concentration and the 
acidity of the reactant medium on aggregation and branching of crystals, chosen amount of titanium (IV) butox-
ide (Ti(IV)-butoxide; 97% Sigma-Aldrich) was added dropwise into 4.4 or 5.5 M aqueous solutions of hydro-
chloric acid (HCl; 37% Sigma-Aldrich) and mixed until the solution was completely clear. Calculated to the 
total volume, precursor concentrations varied from 83–28 mM. The resulting solution was used for the proton 
nuclear magnetic resonance (1H-NMR) analysis. Additionally, for the unambiguous confirmation of our results 
we prepared a mixture of n-butanol (99% Alfa Aesar) in 4.4 HCl following the same procedure. The concentration 
of n-butanol was set to 223 mM, which corresponds to the concentration of n-butanol released in the solution 
after complete hydrolysis of 56 mM Ti(IV)-butoxide. For hydrothermal (HT) treatment, 2/5 of 23 ml Teflon-lined 
stainless steel autoclave (Model 4749, Parr Instrument Company) was filled with the resulting solution and heated 

Figure 9. Illustration of twin assembly along {101} planes of rutile. (a) After Oliver et al.51 the {101} are 
the planes with the second lowest surface energy in rutile. Like {110} planes these can also serve for oriented 
attachment of suitably oriented rutile fibers. First, the two fibers are brought into near-crystallographic 
orientation by the attractive electromagnetic forces. This process is likely to take place on surface steps or 
terminations, where (101) facets are exposed. Unlike lateral attachment this assembly mode brings the two 
crystals into a (101) twin orientation, that represents one of the lowest energy configurations for rutile. (b) This 
is followed by the ligand elimination via dehydration reactions, which fixes the fibers in (101) twin orientation 
with characteristic angle of 114.4° between the c-axis, and its complementary at 65.6°.
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at different target temperatures (140–180 °C) and times (0.5–10 h). In our experiments the autoclaves with reagent 
mixtures were put into the preheated oven. After HT processing the autoclave was cooled to a room temperature 
and white precipitate from the solution was collected, centrifuged, washed in an absolute ethanol and dried in air. 
Under extremely acidic conditions and short synthesis times, where the amount of obtained precipitate was low, 
HCl was first evaporated and then the product was washed in absolute ethanol and dried.

Materials Characterization. Analysis of the starting solution before HT treatment was performed with 
1H-NMR (300 MHz Agilent-Varian) spectrometer, with the use of 5 mm Wilmad®  NMR sample tubes. Chemical 
shifts (δ) are reported with respect to TMS. Deuterium oxide (D2O; 100 at% Armar Chemicals) in coaxial inset 
was used as external lock. Phase composition and crystallinity of HT grown products were analyzed by powder 
X-ray diffraction (XRD) analysis (PANalyical X’Pert High-Resolution PRO diffractometer). The morphology of 
synthesized branched TiO2 crystals was subsequently studied using a field-emission scanning electron micro-
scope (FEG-SEM; model SupraTM 3VP, Carl Zeiss). Based on their morphological features samples were selected 
for further studies of aggregation and twinning by transmission electron microscopy (TEM; model JEM 2100, 
Jeol Ltd., Tokyo, Japan), employing selected area electron diffraction (SAED) and high-resolution (HRTEM) 
techniques that enable an insight into the fine structural features of branched rutile crystals. The samples for TEM 
studies were prepared by suspending the product in an absolute ethanol and depositing a drop of the fine fraction 
on lacey carbon coated TEM grids and dried in air before observation.
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